DRURY BLENDED COFFEES
A comprehensive range of coffee blends, in a variety of roasts that compliment the individual coffee.
A selection of these coffees are available in portion packs for filter or bulk brew equipment.
All are available in cases of 15x500gram packs, ground and packed to order

AFTER DINNER BLEND
dark roast
A dark roasted, full-bodied blend, perfectly suited to after dinner drinking, but with enough smooth notes to
make it delicious at any time of day. Suitable for all brewing methods.
BERKELEY BLEND
mixed roast
Strength and depth of flavour from this blend of quality Central American Arabicas. Complex and positive,
t is well suited to both filter and cafetiere brewing.
BRAZILIAN BLEND
light roast
Choice Brazilian Santos Arabica coffee, blended with a selection of other choice coffees, with a smoothly balanced sweetness.
BREAKFAST BLEND
Bright and fresh tasting, this blend makes equally good drinking after dinner as well as at breakfast.

light roast

CAFÈ DE BLEND
high roast
Richly roasted, highly reminiscent of French coffee, this blend is a delightful as an after dinner coffee and is
especially suited to cafetiere use.
CONNOISSEUR’S BLEND
light roast
Smooth and mild, with aromatically spicy hints from the inclusion of Ethiopian Mocha Djimmah in the blending.
CUIDADO FILTRO ~ 100% RAINFOREST ALLIANCE CERTIFIED™
medium roast
Smooth and richly flavoured, its bright acidity well-balanced with a creamy softness that works equally well in filter machine or
cafetière. Its natural sweetness lends itself to all day drinking, but it is equally good as the perfect after dinner coffee.
KENYA BLEND
light roast
Mild tasting, with an edge that typifies the usual Kenyan acidity, this blend is best appreciated with milk and
is suitable for all day drinking.
CONTINENTAL BLEND
A strong and powerful highly roasted blend, with a definite bittersweet taste and bite.

high roast

EXECUTIVE BLEND
mixed roast
A mixture of our Moka D’Or and High Mountain blends, the intensity of the dark roast is perfectly balanced
with the bright notes of the light. Excellent at any time of day and particularly good as a filter coffee.
HIGH MOUNTAIN BLEND
A bright and lively blending of South and Central Arabicas, with light acidity and a subtle smoothness.
MAYFAIR BLEND
A subtle blend of strength and mellowness. An incredibly smooth and fine flavoured coffee, particularly
good brewed by filter or cafetiere.

light roast

mixed roast

MOKA D’OR BLEND
dark roast
This dark roast pure Arabica blend is perhaps our most versatile coffee. Excellent for all brewing forms, it excels in espresso
and filter, where its rich, deep flavours shine.
MORNING CHOICE BLEND
Strong and full-bodied with a subtle tartness. Especially suited for bulk brewing where strength is required.

dark roast

